








In the context to build your platform and to deliver BaaS (Blockchain as a Service) to your user base, you have to choose what is the best suited IT Data Governance for your 
platform.

Governance is not a concept only dedicated to a blockchain with the DAC paradigm (Decentralized Autonomous Corporation). This becomes a powerful tool needed when 
you are the owner of a technological platform delivering micro services, micro decentralized web services. You have to decide:

•What DATA has to be kept in your platform (processes, transactions)

•What DATA has to be externalized from your platform (processes, transactions)

IT Data Governance has to be strategically aligned with what you are building (Value Delivery) and has to answer to the life-cycle management of a platform:

•Resources (software, hardware, human)

•Risk

•Performance

IT Data Governance is dynamic, in perpetual change (agility) with your platform improvements (iterative).

Paramount: strategic vision at the early stages of the 

platform (why, how, what), milestones have not to be 

necessarily with dates, because of the need of POC

and feedback loop by the community, approval 

through the DAC Guardians (one of many benefits of a 

blockchain and decentralization of powers) if your 

value delivery is worldwide and that any member can 

enrich, contribute to the expansion of the network 

around the platform and services you are 

implementing.



https://youtu.be/7YcW25PHnAA

https://youtu.be/7YcW25PHnAA


[Forwarded from Yves La Rose - EOS Nation]
There's no CPU squeeze

There is currently a patch being deployed on all nodes
across the network, starting with BPs/SBPs, which fixes 
an issue we have been working on for a while.

[Forwarded from Yves La Rose - EOS Nation]
In terms of chain utilization, it's the lowest it's been in 
two years. No CPU squeeze

[Forwarded from Yves La Rose - EOS Nation]
PowerUp Model transition is also at 99% completion. 
Staking is effectively deprecated.

Leasing and borrowing resources from Rex is no longer useful as I understand. 
But do we still stake to Rex (deposit/withdraw, buyrex/sellrex, 
mvtosavings/mvfrsavings) to benefit from powerup or not?

🔋Need a quick PowerUp?
EOSPowerUp (https://eospowerup.io/free) - just tell it what account name to 
PowerUp and you're done.

🔋Need routine, automated PowerUps?
Turn on Auto mode at EOSPowerUp (https://eospowerup.io/auto) and it will
monitor your account and PowerUp as needed.

🔋Need a comprehensive solution for resources? 
Checkout Chintai Automated Resource Management 
(https://arm.chintai.io/portal) (CHARM) from veteran Block Producer, EOS42.

🔸Bonus tip:
EOSAuthority.com (https://eosauthority.com/account) provides unlimited, 
free transactions for users.

🔐How about a wallet to use all this?
Try Anchor Wallet (https://greymass.com/en/anchor) from Team Greymass.

Any idea why my eospowerup.io balance 
is reduing on daily basis even if i do not 
execute any transaction?

You can set a lower topup amount if you
want.

Alternatively look at Pay as you go 
model.
https://github.com/eosauthority/authori
ty_charge_client



https://www.eosgo.io/news/anchor-wallet-integrated-with-eos-powerup

https://www.eosgo.io/news/anchor-wallet-integrated-with-eos-powerup


https://eos.io/eos-public-blockchain/stake-based-voting/

https://eos.io/eos-public-blockchain/stake-based-voting/


Eden is a community of individuals cooperating to maximize the independence of its members and thereby securing life, liberty, property, and justice for all.

One of the principles of Eden is that two people working together are stronger than two uncoordinated individuals. By working together both people increase their individual power and 
independence in the world. Anytime two or more people come together a process is needed for consensus building and delegation of authority. Eden OS is a unique governance process that
leverages the wisdom of the crowds to identify the best community representatives in a manner that doesn’t devolve into party politics, popularity contests, or incumbent advantage. 

One of the most important ways any community can achieve independence is to adopt its own currency. Currency is one half of most transactions and represents the economic power of the 
individuals and the community as a whole. The Eden community has chosen EOS to be its currency of choice and will work to maximize the utilization and adoption of EOS as a currency both
within the community and outside. 

Eden OS is the “operating system” of this community and it governs how community members are added and removed as well as how community funds are allocated to representative members. 
Eden operates under the principles of true democracy, which includes the principle of voluntary consent. This means that you must be invited to join and that you can leave (or be asked to leave) 
at any time. The goal of the community is to create an environment where everyone benefits by maintaining a voluntary alliance governed by EdenOS.

While the Eden community may be invite-only, members are encouraged to be proactive in identifying and inviting others to join the community. The more people who join Eden the stronger we
all become. Anyone interested in joining is encouraged to join our discussion forums and engage with the Eden community.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_6y7MBS27Ao





https://twitter.com/eyegasmmm/status/1381281994340925440?s=09

Nr. 1 mints from GBK:
https://eos.atomichub.io/explorer/account/unpack.gems?collection_name=gbk
.gems&max_template_mint=1&order=desc&sort=transferred

Nr. 1 mints from the chestahedron challenge:
https://eos.atomichub.io/explorer/account/unpack.gems?collection_name=chll
nge.gems&max_template_mint=1&order=desc&sort=transferred

https://twitter.com/eyegasmmm/status/1381281994340925440?s=09
https://eos.atomichub.io/explorer/account/unpack.gems?collection_name=gbk.gems&max_template_mint=1&order=desc&sort=transferred
https://eos.atomichub.io/explorer/account/unpack.gems?collection_name=chllnge.gems&max_template_mint=1&order=desc&sort=transferred


Sharing the human side of EOS and Hu-Fi.  The movement 
to empower users with the capacity to produce is not 
even a year old.  In Finca EOS III, one of the goals was to 
start this empowerment with pregnant pigs.  The micro 
loan was offered with the goal that rearing these 
creatures could lead to sustainability and empowerment 
for others.  This has been so.  After a few months the 
sows, female pigs, have produced a number of litters.  
The resulting piglets haven raised to a weight were they 
can be sold to others on credit so that they can repeat the 
process.  Above are two different people of the many that 
have been given P2P loans so that the process can 
continue.

Natalie has been in charge of Finca EOS III and has started
many other wonderful projects.   She has truly been an EOS 
pioneer in her area and today is her birthday.  If you are able to 
donate to her, her account ieosnatalie23.

I can guarantee that whatever she gets, she will not be using it
on herself.



Reporting on the Hu-Fi side of EOS: #BullishOnEOS when small
businesses can evolve to produce a product they sell.  It has 
taken a while to get the machinery together, but today is the 
first step of many.  From a scarcity of bread and high prices to 
making the bread and creating alliances with fast food
businesses that are part of EOS Market Place to supply them.  
The net effect is lower prices on the products and job creation.  
@MarketCasa with this first step has created six new jobs with
more on the way.  If it can work in a country with a devaluing
currency, it can work anywhere.  This only possible with EOS 
and EOSIO.

Another EOS themed product!  GO EOS!

I'm so exited people trust on #EOSMarketplace We will be happy to give you'all
the support you need. The system is pretty intuitive, however, there's a team 
dedicated willing to help!!!

EOSMarketplace Main Group (Spanish)

t.me/eosmicroloan_eosmarketplace

EOS Marketplace in English:

t.me/eosmicroloanengklish

https://t.me/eosmicroloan_eosmarketplace
https://t.me/eosmicroloanenglish


EdgeOS

In order to set permanent/on-demand data 
bridges with a lightweight node to exchange 
data directly from your browser.

Objectives
- Your own node from your browser with
IPFS/IPNS
- Decentralize the hardware infrastructure 
layer of your solution, preference leveraging 
IPFS
- Fuel the process to run at the minute into
the EdgeOS by sending GAS (DAPP Token)
- EVM based blockchain

Implements a Kernel

The kernel performs its tasks, such
as running processes, managing
hardware devices such as the hard 
disk, and handling interrupts, in this
protected kernel space. In contrast, 
application programs like browsers, 
word processors, or audio or video
players use a separate area of 
memory, user space.

The kernel is a computer program 
at the core of a computer's
operating system that has complete
control over everything in the 
system. It is the "portion of the 
operating system code that is
always resident in memory", and 
facilitates interactions between
hardware and software 
components.

Frameworks used
React :  JavaScript library for building user 
interfaces
Electron : GitHub's framework for building 
cross-platform desktop apps in JavaScript
Isolation 

Protocols used

POSIX - Portable Operating System Interface

Though POSIX is heavily based on the BSD 
and System V releases
non-Unix systems such as Microsoft's
Windows NT and IBM's OpenEdition MVS are 
POSIX compliant.

WASI - Web Assembly Interfaces

Challenges

Filesystem synchronisation with blockchain 
ojbect's state.
Porting code for EVM from Hyperlink

https://github.com/DAPPNetworkLabs/edgeos

https://github.com/DAPPNetworkLabs/edgeos


https://twitter.com/liquidappsio/status/1372356256913063944?s=21

https://twitter.com/liquidappsio/status/1372356256913063944?s=21


https://youtu.be/fh9WXPu0hw8

https://youtu.be/fh9WXPu0hw8




Development Roadmap
Over the course of the next couple of
weeks I will be publishing updated design
documents and specifications for the Eden
smart contract. Most of my development
team will start around April 15th.

In the mean time I will be looking for
community members with experience
building interfaces for the smart contract,
perhaps working with the Anchor team to
integrate the governance process into their
wallet.

Clarion will eventually become the
decentralized communication platform that
facilitates Eden governance discussions and
community building.



Less than a week until the #EOSIOHackathon winners are 
announced. While judging is in progress, keep learning and 
building on #EOSIO through our training courses.

https://eos.io/for-business/training-certification

https://twitter.com/hashtag/EOSIOHackathon?src=hashtag_click
https://twitter.com/hashtag/EOSIO?src=hashtag_click
https://eos.io/for-business/training-certification


https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Dzju5aALHRQ&autoplay=1
https://cloud.google.com/blog/topics/inside-google-cloud/why-google-cloud-is-the-ideal-
platform-for-blockone-and-other-dlt-companies

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Dzju5aALHRQ&autoplay=1
https://cloud.google.com/blog/topics/inside-google-cloud/why-google-cloud-is-the-ideal-platform-for-blockone-and-other-dlt-companies








https://www.eosblockchainswitzerland.ch

https://www.eosblockchainswitzerland.ch/

